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Abstract- An increased concern amongst parents today is the safety of their children on their journey back and forth 

from school. A cheap and efficient solution for schools to ensure parents about the safety of their children during transit 
and keeping them updated all time can be provided by the GPS enabled school Bus Tracking System. Continuous tracking 
and positioning of the school vehicle can be implemented using GPS enabled devices attached to buses which can only be 
accessed by authorized personnel so that tampering of the device is prevented. The device software can be programmed to 
manage location coordinates, access to a central server, maintain schedules, and unauthorized trips. The features of the 
system can also help identify aggressive trends and habits of the driver. This system provides an alert to the school 
administration and keeps parents updated in case of any emergencies besides notifying parents on boarding and disembarking 
of students from the school bus. The school bus tracking system is a matter of child safety and requires efficient and accurate 
equipment. This assures a minimal number of loopholes for miscreants to take advantage of. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

  
In today's world, ensuring safety and security is a major concern and top priority. There have been numerous reports 

of mishaps with children on their way to home. In India, a child goes missing for every eight minutes according to the data 
from the national crime records bureau. Also, road accidents are the second major issue in India or any developing country. 
The recent tragedy of road accident of school bus in Bhopal brings the issue of child safety during his school journey in 
lights. Child safety is always a major concern for parents, especially when they aren’t around their child. They always eager 
to know that all necessary precautions are being taken care of. For example, parents are always concerned about the late 
coming of a child from school, and of course, they have to manage their work with the time schedule of the school bus. 
Fortunately, using some of the latest technologies we can ease parents concern within moments by taking look at mobile 
application giving all the information they want about their child coming back to home or going to school from home. The 
main motive of the Bus tracking system to provide security and assurance.  

 
Many vehicle tracking systems are available nowadays which provides the location of the vehicle, but they do not 

assure absolute security in this particular case. In the existing systems, the parents and school authorities are mostly notified 
via messages. Typically, bus tracking systems provide data about time of arrival and arriving buses based on the location that 
is obtained via RF transceiver. This provides information about a particular point of time and limited data thus not being 
able to tackle the anxiety factor in a complete manner. So, in this system, we enhanced the information exchange policy 
where both school authorities and parents can get real-time visual data keeping then updated all the time. This helps to solve 
the anxiety problem to a large extent hence providing more assurance and satisfaction than the existing systems.  

 
The proposed system presents a low-cost comprehensive school bus tracking cum monitoring system, which can 

track and points the location, speed and driving behavior, the people on board, adherence to route, route schedule along 
with real-time route traffic. GPS module is used for tracking the geographic location of the bus and gathering traffic 
information and predicting expected arrival as well as journey time of onboard passenger. Database and server process the 
data collected from the hardware module and feed the required precomputed data to the user interface layout. 
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 The web interface is provided as a user interface to make it accessible to everyone easily from any device to track 

onboarding and journey of their children. 
 

II. RELATED WORK 
 

 The school bus tracking and monitoring system are most important nowadays to reduce the mishappening and alert 

both admins and parents if any such event happens. Many works had been done since today to improve the safety of the 

child during his trips to school and back to home. One of such work is location tracking through Kalman filter algorithm 

[1]. Which can estimate location with error to 0.57 meter. Another paper in 2014 has been published with an approach to 

data handling and tracking of a vehicle by using SPSS (A Statistical Tool) [2]. After that ARM7 GPS based tracking system 

has been developed which was using GSM to transmit the data [3]. An IOT based school bus monitoring system was 

developed [4,9],  Which was providing mosquito broker and speed sensor one of its features. Later on, another system comes 

up with push notification service [13]. Vehicle tracking has become important as they carry goods [5]. In 2016 a system has 

been designed to track kids using RFID [6,10]. Later on, GPS based bus tracking system has been developed which can 

point the location of the bus [7,8]. On smaller area vehicle can be tracked by the system using Bluetooth with DSRC devices 

[11]. Finally, it has not been found in the related work that any school bus monitoring system can monitor the current 

location as well as provides the flexibility to change the destination of the student drop. Also, implement the face recognition 

method to improve the safety of the child. 

 

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM 
 
The school bus monitoring system is developed to improve the real-time bus tracking and monitoring it. The sensors 

are connected to Raspberry pi 3 and transmit the data through Wi-Fi. The transmitted data is received by the server. The 
data stored at the server is fetched, processed and displayed by the web application. 

 
1. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 

 School Transport, based on the paradigm of the Internet of Things, allowing the school transportation to have 

intelligence and ability to provide information and features of discoverability and ubiquity, which allows different actors to 

use the information obtained to give different uses, for an instance collected data can be treated for surveying basic traffic 

information of any particular geographical place. While fulfilling the desired requirement of the system. 

 The proposed system consists of four major modules. 

1). Sensor Network module 

2). Database and Server 

3). User interface module  

System architecture diagram is shown below consisting of this four modules and explaining their functionalities. 

 
Fig .1 System Architecture diagram 
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Sensor Network Module 

Sensor Network module of the proposed system is an assembly of various sensors and transmitting devices on a single 
platform. Which are consists of Raspberry Pi 3 module, GPS transmitter, Wi-Fi transmitter, RFID reader, face detection 
module which is consist of the camera. Raspberry Pi 3 assembles all hardware components on it, it’s a platform to connect 
all other hardware components. We have used GPS transponder for location detection of the vehicle we are tracking. It can 
work everywhere in LOS region of the satellite. GPS technology is widely used technology for location detection. Some 
other devices are a camera, RFID reader, and wi-fi transmitter. A camera which is placed over the door to recognize faces 
of parents and students who are on/out boarding the bus. Wi-Fi is used to send data collected by other sensors and hardware 
components to the server. From the dataset derived from the sensor network consist of various sensing units and 
transmission unit, which are described in detail in following sections. 

 
Fig .2 Sensor Network Module Diagram 

 

a. GPS Module 
The GPS (NEO 6M) uses an external antenna and built-in EEPROM to receive the location coordinates of its current 

geographical position and send the collected raw data to raspberry pi-3, for further process and transmission. 

The GPS (NEO 6M) is connected through Raspberry pi -3 module as shown in Fig-2. The Vcc pin of GPS is connected 

with the 3.3volt power supply of raspberry pi3 module, the end of GPS is connected with the ground of rasberrypi3 board, 

the Tx pin of GPS is connected to pin 16 Rx of raspberry pi and the Rx pin of GPS is connected to pin 15 Tx of raspberry 

pi. 

 

 
Fig .3 GPS to Raspberry pi-3 Connection 
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b. WIFI MODULE 

The WIFI uses radio waves to transmit the sensor’s data collected from the raspberry pi-3 to the server. The WIFI 

module provides a range of 200-300m and is inbuilt with Raspberry pi-3 module as shown in fig-7. 

 
Fig .4 WIFI to Raspberry pi-3 Connection 

                      

 This inbuilt WIFI module reduces the dongle uses and make the system easier to send and receive data from the server. 

The raspberry pi-3 module act as a transmitter to send the data whereas the server acts as a receiver and receives the data 

sent by the WIFI module. 

 

c. CAMERA 

The Raspberry pi 3 attaches with camera module by one of the two small sockets on the board upper side, it is usually 

custom designed module. Provided interface uses the dedicated CSI interface. It is a bus capable of extremely high data rates 

and specially designed for interfacing cameras. The board holding the camera is very small and lightweight to be perfect for 

mobile applications. 

Technical details of the camera module: 

 Board size: 25x20x9 mm 

 5MP (2592x1944) 

 OmniVision 5647 sensor (fixed focus) 

 1080p30, 720p60 and 640x480p60/90 video record 

 
Fig .5 Camera module to Raspberry pi-3 Connection 

  

The camera holding board connects the Raspberry Pi 3 board by means of the ribbon cable. It is connected to the 

BCM2835 processor on the Pi via CSI bus. Data from the camera back to the processor is carried by a higher bandwidth 

link. That bus travels along the ribbon cable. Camera module has a fixed focus lens onboard with a native resolution of 5 

megapixels. Camera has ability to 2592 x 1944 pixel static images, also, it supports 1080p30, 720p60 and 640x480p60/90 

video. 
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d. RFID READER 

The RFID (Radio Frequency Identification and Detection) system uses tags which are stuck or attached to the objects 

to be identified. They use interrogators which are a two-way radio transmitter. Readers send the signal to the tag which. 

reads it and responds to it 

 

 
Fig .6 RFID reader to Raspberry pi-3 Connection 

 

Wiring connection of the RFID reader with the Pi board is shown above. Here LCD device is optional. Three LEDs are 

connected for an indication like the system is ready to scan the RFID card. RFID reader is connected to UART pin (wiring 

GPIO pin 16). Provided GND to GND pin of Pi board and VCC pin to 5V power supply pin.    

 

A. DATABASE AND SERVERS 

The data collected sent from Raspberry Pi 3 module Using Wi-Fi network is received by the server module of the system. 

Which is further stored in the database associated with the server module. So, database and server module mainly consists 

of two parts. One is a database and another is a server. 

 

The database is where all the data collected from the sensor network unit has been stored in table format and can be 

retrieved, whenever needed. Data storing and retrieval is done by issuing various queries through JDBC. By having a database 

we can have a log of the events happened on particular day or time.which is very helpful while investigating any troublesome 

issues. Given diagram below shows the flow and processes of database server module. 

 

 
Fig .7 Database and Server module Diagram 
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The server module is a simple computer program that responds to the client requests by dispensing the information 

demanded by the web client. After receiving the data information retrieval request from the client, sever issues the query to 

the database through JDBC to retrieve the data from the database. Also, it processes the data whenever needed. Like 

computing the strength of students in the bus. The transfer of processed or unprocessed data information between the web 

server and web client is done with the help of HTTP protocol to request and response.  

 

The data from the sensor network module is fetched by the Raspberry Pi-3 module. The data then stored in the 

database. Whenever the client through web page sends the request using HTTP protocol to the server, the server responds 

by sending the data collected from the sensor network to the application. The data is further processed by the application 

and is displayed through the user interface. 

 

B. SOFTWARE MODULE 

 

The collected data from the sensor network module is sent to the server module after collecting and processing it. It is made 

available to the end users.  The software module includes various different applications made for distinct purposes. Web 

application further has two different interfaces with distinct services and facilities. One for administrator and another for 

the parents both are having real-time bus tracking as their primary feature. 

 

a.  ADMINISTRATOR INTERFACE 

This interface is specially made for school authority. The representatives of School authority register the web application 

as administrators and the Administrator interface can only be accessed by  

The school authority representatives. The administrator interface consists of - 

 Bus route Tracking 

 Bus control  

 School bus attendance  

 Trip planning 

 Journey report of each bus 

 Complaint resolution panel 

 

The sensor network panel provides two functionalities one is real-time sensor data and the other one is computed sensor 

data. Real-time sensor data display the actual raw data received from the sensor to the end user whereas computed sensor 

data is obtained by computing the sensor data, as the sensor data is computed and passed through warning and alert check 

parameters, If computed sensor data dissatisfy any of the safe limits or check parameters, a warning and eventually an alert 

is sent to the user. 

 

Real-time bus route tracking is provided to the admin’s interface. Which can deliver the computed information 

regarding bus timings at various stops. Which can help in planning trips for the other buses. Bus control panel is provided 

to control the bus using voice commands directly to the driver of triggering the safety measures. This panel can be further 

developed to its full potential to control full bus remotely. School bus attendance panel is also there to check and plan the 

trip for the available buses. One most important panel is complaint resolution panel through which parents can interact with 

the admins regarding their complaint issues. The job schedule panel is used to assign the duties to the drivers and the 

conductor of the particular bus or route. It also allows the representative to choose route priority and to check the status of 

the trip assigned to the particular bus. The complaint box panel consists of the complaints registered by the parents regarding 

the buses and services in their respective localities or on their respective routes. The Map of the bus tracking system shows 

the current buses with active status on the route. Also, shows them on their particular paths. The path is differentiated 

through various colors. Map acts as a central display of the school bus tracking system.  
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b.  PARENT INTERFACE 

The parent interface is built to allow the parents of the students studying in the particular school or using this the buses 

which uses this system. The user registers as a parent and gets access to the parent interface. The parent interface consists 

of -  

 Map of bus route 

 Arrival time notification 

 Complaint box  

 Student tracking  

 Destination and pick up location 

 Parent details 

The Map of the bus tracking system displays the buses active on their routes around the city. The map also provides 

alert and warning messages. In case of delaying to reach the destination as per preset time or student, not onboarding the 

bus, etc. The map indicates the route of the bus and the current position of the bus.  

 

A various feature so of the parent's interface is arrival time notification. It helps parents to manage their time. Also, they 

can set destination according to the route. In case the parent wants to pick their child at their shop instead f their home, they 

can set the destination before the bus departs from the school. They one amazing feature to monitor their child. RFID tags 

embedded in the child's ID card helps to monitor either child has boarded or not. For security reasons, this system has face 

recognition feature. Parent shave to come on the bus to pick up their child. A camera placed inside the bus recognizes the 

parent. If they are registered as a parent or guardians then it will allow the child to exit the bus. Else it will ring the alarm 

both the sides. To parents and to admins also. in case of any mishappening also, it will directly alert the parents as well as 

admins of the school or the organization providing school bus service. The complaint box is used to allow the parent to 

register their complaint. These complaints are sent to the school authority and the update of the problem resolution is sent 

on to the parent web Interface.  

 

In order to predict accurately the arrival time of the bus at the destination stop, it is necessary to consider real-time traffic 

of that particular. The historical data set can be useful to predict arrival time. Using artificial neural networks (ANN) on the 

historical dataset is one of the ways of estimating the required time to reach the destination. However, the ANN could not 

consider real-time traffic. Hence, it will be appropriate to use Map services like Google Maps to provide estimated arrival 

time while considering real-time traffic. The time for arrival thus can be calculated accurately by giving the actual location of 

the bus on the route and location of the bus stop to google maps. To handle the inappropriate data received from buses, 

radial bias function neural networks can be used. These will be able to recognize faulty location data and delete it from the 

databases in order to avoid incorrect information retrieval. 

 

IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE PROSPECTUS 
 

The paper deal with the monitoring of school bus. It is developed to provide extensive features to parents and school 

authorities and optimizes the monitoring of the school buses active on the different routes. This system consists of sensor 

network collaborated with web and smartphone application. To deliver the system’s data. We have proposed and 

implemented a new way of tracking parent buses by using MQTT instead of traditional HTTP. The proposed solution is 

scalable and future ready. Still, The future enhancement of urban drainage monitoring system are- 

 Full control over school bus  

 Collision avoidance system on the buses 

 

A. FULL CONTROL OVER SCHOOL BUS 

 Full control over school bus can enhance the safety of the students exponentially. With full control over bus admins 

and maintain their buses in good condition. Full control includes seat belt detection. Bonnet open detection, remote speed 

control, tyre inspection, etc. school bus can be remotely operated by admins to improve control over it. 
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B. COLLISION AVOIDANCE SYSTEM ON THE BUSES 

 Collision avoidance system can be implemented on the buses. It can be automatic or remotely operating. Using 

sonar and high-speed processors we can detect any collision ahead the bus, detecting a collision would trigger a broken 

system to stop the bus. Using this we can avoid front head collisions. For rear collision, we can implant some absorbent 

material or a material which can repel back kinetic energy imparted to it. 
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